
jumping CAT
PARTS:
1. MODULE WITH CAT
2. FRONT FOOT
3. BACK FOOT
4. SIDE FEET
5. FOOT REMOVAL “KEY”

Insert FRONT FOOT into bottom of MODULE WITH CAT until it locks into place. (Match A to A)

Insert BACK FOOT into bottom of MODULE WITH CAT until it locks into place. (Match B to B) 

Insert SIDE FEET into bottom of MODULE WITH CAT until they lock into place. (Match C to C) 

Lift CAT wrapped in fabric until poles are vertical and attach 2 springs as shown.

Insert 4 AA alkaline batteries into the battery compartment located on the top of the MODULE or 
connect the DC adapter. (Sold separately)
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Release tie holding fabric and attach hook and loop fasteners under fabric to the opposite hook 
and loop fasteners located on all four feet.

6.

* Note: Press to make sure each FOOT is �ush with rectangular base. To remove 
FOOT, insert plastic “KEY” (included) into holes on bottom to release locks, twist and pull.

Make sure there are not obstructions to hinder the Cat’s movement.
Turn switch on top of MODULE to ON to operate in sound and motion 
activation mode. Make a loud sound (clap) or move in front of the item
to activate. Leave switch in OFF position when not in use.

Note:

visit us at tekkytoys.com

Requires 4 ’AA’ Batteries
or optional DC adapter (6V 2A)
Surface washable only.
ALL NEW MATERIALS:
PLASTIC, POLYESTER,
POLYESTER FIBER

JUMPING CAT
is a trademark of Tekky Toys.
Copyright © 2014 Tekky Toys.
All Rights Reserved.
Made in China
PATENT 8,602,836

STOP

* Note: When needed, add weight or tape down feet to increase stability. 
(See illustration 2A)

 

 
*Footpads are sold separately and can be purchased at 
www.tekkytoys.com

Optional Footpad Setup
Follow steps #1 through 5 on initial installation first.

1. Connect the cable from the optional footpad to the
    jack labeled FOOTPAD located on the MODULE.
2. Place the switch on the MODULE into the ‘FOOTPAD’
    position to enable FOOTPAD activation.
3. Step on FOOTPAD to activate the scary sequence.
    (go to instruction #6 to continue setup)
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Stay clear of item while operating.
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Tekky Toys Hours of Operation: Monday - Friday 9am to 5pm 
T: 708-478-8424     E: support@tekkytoys.com

visit us: www.tekkytoys.com


